
Report to the District Development 
Management Committee

Report Reference: EPF/1849/17
Date of meeting: 31 January 2018
Address: Chigwell Primary School, High Road, Chigwell 

Subject: Complete Refurbishment of Chigwell Primary Academy and enabling 
residential development comprising 59 no. residential properties together 
with associated off-street parking, dedicated parking court for existing 
residents, garden space, new vehicular accesses from High Road (A113) and 
Vicarage Lane, external landscaping and associated development.

Responsible Officer: Ian Ansell (01992 564481).

Democratic Services:  Gary Woodhall (01992 564470).

Recommendation:  

(1) That planning application EPF/1849/17 be Refused for the following reasons:

1. The application makes inadequate provision for affordable housing, either 
by way of on-site provision or off-site contribution in circumstances where 
available information indicates it is viable and appropriate to do so. Failure 
to make such provision creates an imbalance in housing supply and fails to 
meet an identified need for such accommodation in a location where 
provision would meet sustainable development objectives. As such, the 
proposals would be contrary to policies CP1, H5A, H6A and H7A of the 
approved Local Plan and Alterations, and the NPPF.

2. The development fails to adequately address the location of the site on the 
edge of the Conservation Area and within the broader setting of designated 
listed buildings, and to adequately protect the quality of the existing 
landscape within the site and on its boundaries. As a direct result, the 
development has an adverse effect on the setting of the listed buildings, 
the landscape character of the site and surroundings and on the long term 
future of trees within the site, thereby contrary to policies HC12 and LL10 
of the adopted Local Plan and Alterations, and the NPPF.

Report:

1. Members deferred determination of this application at the last meeting of the Committee 
in November to primarily allow further consideration of affordable housing matters. The Officer’s 
report is attached hereto.



2. As a result of Members decision, the applicants commissioned a new viability 
assessment and appointed a new consultant for this purpose. As a result, a full reassessment of 
the new report has been required from the Council’s consultants. Final deadline for submission 
of comments thereon expired after the deadline for preparation of the agenda for this meeting. 
Officers will therefore present a further detailed report for members once this deadline has 
passed.

3. Officers also recommended that the application be refused on grounds that the 
landscaping proposals were inadequate. A revised site layout plan was submitted on the 
publication of the previous report which sought to demonstrate increased planting adjacent to 
the access road, but failed to address any of the other concerns, particularly around the loss of 
the dense landscape along the road frontage and the reconfiguration of the car park described 
as seeking to relieve the High Road. Officers’ view on this aspect is therefore unchanged.

4. The original Officer’s report is attached below.



Report detail:

Report submitted to November meeting

This application is before this Committee since it is “large scale major” application as 
defined within guidance issued by the DCLG (Pursuant to The Constitution, Part Two, 
Article 10 (b))

Description of Site:

The application site comprises the same areas as the earlier planning application considered by 
Members in 2016. 

The site comprises the Chigwell County Primary School (around 1.3ha net area) and the former 
BI Sports Ground fronting High Road and extending on its south side along Vicarage Lane and 
to the north along the full length of the access road serving the school.  The site overall 
comprises around 4.76 ha.

The school access road from High Road, access to the former Beis Shammei School lies at the 
northern end on the road junction. The site has been used for parking at peak times by parents 
of the school and the new owners of the building (who are converting for use as a temple) have 
indicated an intention to continue this arrangement. Parking also takes place along the access 
road and there is a small car park within the school boundary used by staff and day time 
visitors. Pedestrian access to the school is also available from the west via footpaths linking to 
Vicarage Lane.

The school remains unchanged at present and comprises a mix of single storey buildings dating 
from the 1930’s until the 1960’s, and a number of temporary classrooms. There are three 
principal school buildings identified as the main block, the old dining hall and the old kitchen 
block although kitchen and dining facilities now lie in the main block and the other two buildings 
are used as teaching areas. 

All buildings on the former sports ground have been removed above ground level and the land 
is given over to largely scrubland other than a vehicle access on Vicarage Lane and the mature 
tree screens that lie around and within the land.  

The surrounding area comprises a mix of residential and non-residential uses, and a variety of 
built form. Opposite the site on High Road lie three listed buildings – Hainault House (part of 
Chigwell School), Proctors and Dickens Cottages and Christies 81 High Road, both residential.  

All of the land within the site boundaries lies within the Green Belt. The boundary of the Chigwell 
Conservation Area runs along the east side of Vicarage Lane and the south side of High Road 
such that the application site abuts but lies outside the Conservation Area.  Much of the 
boundary screening on all sides is covered by group tree preservation orders and a number of 
trees are subject to individual orders. There are also two public rights of way crossing the site.  
There are also a number of high pressure gas mains in the area, particularly in the school 
access road.           

Description of Proposal: 

The current application builds on previous submissions. The original planning permission sought 



to refurbish the school within the existing buildings and to provide enabling development of 32 
houses (submitted in outline only). Following further consultation with Essex CC as education 
authority, revised proposals for the school were presented and approved in March 2017 as a 
minor amendment to the original permission. The current application is submitted on the basis 
that the revised school proposal is not viable without additional enabling development.

The school works proposed in this application are unaltered from the scheme approved in 
March.  This proposes demolition of all buildings other than the main block at the site managers 
dwelling and the erection of a new building north-west of the existing block. The new build will 
include a new main entrance with support and office facilities and  4 classrooms to the rear (one 
identified as a community room with independent access). A link to the existing building is 
indicated. 

The extension seeks to reflect the form of the existing with a taller central section which is 
primarily a design feature; the new build remains on one floor. The two buildings will be clad in 
similar finishes. 

External works include a substantially increased habitat area on the south west site boundary 
and allows formation of a single clearly defined play area. On site parking is increased from 15 
to 16 spaces and the emergency access to the rear of the school has been adapted to create a 
turning circle for parent drop off.

The associated development now comprises 59 residential units and is submitted as a full 
application. The accommodation consists of 7 x 2 bed flats located within a two storey block in 
the north-west corner of the site immediately adjacent to the site entrance, 15 x 3 bed houses, 
13 x 4 bed houses, 23 x 5 bed houses and at the south east end of the development one x 7 
bed house. All houses are detached and provided with a minimum of two parking spaces within 
curtilage and private gardens. 

There are 6 basic house types, some have minor variations meaning there are 13 different 
dwelling forms. Common themes include a two storey form with rooms in the roof including 
limited front and rear dormers, predominantly gabled ended roofs and use of brick, render and 
tiles as the main materials. Four dwellings are built to a different model (house type 1B) which 
includes a front to rear gabled roof with a full third storey in the roof area and weatherboarding 
as the main frontage material. 

The flatted block is designed to read as a terrace of houses with a regular pattern of doors and 
gables where rooms sit marginally into the roof at eaves level. The frontage of the block faces 
towards the High Road and a communal garden area is nominally indicated on this side of the 
block. Parking comprises 4 under croft spaces within the building, 10 surface spaces in front of 
the building and 2 visitor spaces at the northern end.

A number of elements follow principles in the earlier scheme. Access is from High Road in the 
same place and development lies off the road frontages where landscaped areas are retained. 
The existing Vicarage Lane access is retained to provide 10 parking spaces, in the developers 
opinion, to relieve parking stress in the High Road. A further seven visitor parking spaces are 
located around the outer edge of the site, accessed from the residential roads.

The application is accompanied by a number of supporting documents, including design & 
access statement, Archaeology evaluation, flood risk assessment, landscape and ecology 



surveys, contaminated land reports, heritage and transport assessments and a draft section 106 
agreement.
 
Relevant History:

Historic applications suggest that the sports ground was possibly in use into the 1990’s.  
Proposals to redevelop the site began to emerge in the early 1990’s. A series of applications 
were submitted for dwellings to replace the pavilion and a caretakers bungalow. Other 
applications included

EPF/0696/90 – extension to bungalow, use of land for parking and turning for
 Primary School

EPF/0646/91 – construction of private hospital
EPF/0475/95 – nursing home / residential home for the elderly
EPF/1114/95 – nursing home
EPF/1117/96 – new carpark and playing fields for use of County Primary

 school and erection of 6 houses
EPF/1420/96 – conversion of pavilion into B1 / B8 uses

These applications were refused on a combination of Green Belt, amenity, tree protection and 
impact on conservation area grounds. A number of applications were taken through appeals, all 
unsuccessfully. It is possible that the Sports Ground remained available for use during this 
period as two subsequent approved applications indicate; EPF/0434/98 proposed refurbishment 
of the existing pavilion and EPF/1103/98 a replacement pavilion.

A final residential proposal was made with application EPF/2236/03. This proposed two large 
detached houses on the north-east corner of the site and included a 60 space carpark for the 
school, but this was again refused permission. 

Throughout this period, few developments took place on the school site; other than the 
construction of a series of temporary classrooms little substantive building work have been 
carried out since the 1970’s or external works since a mid 1990’s playground extension.

Redevelopment was first advocated under EPF/1124/00 where the County Council proposed a 
new school on the north eastern half of the sports ground and 16 dwellings on the existing 
school and the adjoining land to the west fronting Vicarage Lane. This was refused on grounds 
that it was inappropriate in the Green Belt, the residential element was cramped and the 
landscape setting was unduly affected.

An outline application EPF/0330/08 proposed to redevelop the current application site and the 
adjacent Beis Shammai School site to provide a new school on the existing site, playing fields 
on land to the west, parking and public open space in the north east portion and residential 
development including houses and flats on the remainder. This application was withdrawn 
before determination. 

Recent approved applications referred to above comprise:

EPF/2899/15 Major refurbishment of Chigwell Primary Academy (reserved matters) and 
enabling residential development (outline) comprising 32 no. detached residential 
properties together with associated off-street parking, dedicated parking court for 



existing residents, garden space, new vehicular accesses from High Road 
(A113) and Vicarage Lane, external landscaping and associated development.

EPF/3257/16 Variation of Condition 3 of planning permission EPF/2899/15  - revision to list of 
approved plans for school works only, to include alterations to consented school 
refurbishment.

Discharge of conditions applications have been submitted in relation to habitat surveys, 
contaminated land and treatment of Japanese knotweed.

Policies Applied:

Adopted Local Plan:

CP1 Achieving sustainable development objectives
CP2 Quality of Rural and Built Environment
CP3 New development
CP7 Urban Form and Quality
CP9 Sustainable Transport
GB2A Development in the Green Belt
GB7A Conspicuous Development
GB16 Affordable Housing
HC6 Character, appearance and setting of Conservation Areas
HC12 Development affecting the setting of Listed Buildings
NC4 Protection of established habitat
RP4 Contaminated Land
H2A Previously Developed Land
H3A Housing Density
H4A Dwelling Mix
H5A Provision for Affordable Housing
H6A Site Threshold for Affordable Housing
H7A Levels of Affordable Housing
H9A Lifetime Homes
U3B Sustainable drainage systems
DBE1 Design of new buildings
DBE2 Effect on neighbouring properties
DBE4 Design in the Green Belt
DBE5 Design and layout of new development
DBE6 Car parking in new development
DBE7 Public Open Space
DBE8 Private Amenity Space
DBE9 Loss of Amenity
LL3 Edge of Settlement
LL7 Planting, protection and care of trees
LL10 Adequacy of provision for landscape retention
LL11 Landscaping schemes
ST1 Location of development
ST2 Accessibility of development
ST4 Road safety
ST6 Vehicle parking



I1A Planning Obligations

NPPF:

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) has been adopted as national policy since 
March 2012. Paragraph 215 states that due weight should be given to relevant policies in 
existing plans according to their degree of consistency with the framework.  The above policies 
are broadly consistent with the NPPF and should therefore be given appropriate weight.

Draft Local Plan:

At the current time, only limited weight can be applied to the Draft Local Plan, however the Draft 
Plan and evidence base should be considered as a material consideration in planning decisions. 
The relevant policies in this case are as follows:

SP1 Presumption in favour of sustainable development
SP2 Spatial Development Strategy
SP4 Place Shaping
SP5 Green Belt and District Open Land
SP6 Natural Environment, landscape character and green infrastructure
H1 Housing mix and accommodation types
H2 Affordable Housing
T1 Sustainable Transport Choices
T2 Safeguarding of routes and facilities
DM1 Habitat protection and improving biodiversity
DM2 Landscape character and ancient landscapes
DM5 Green infrastructure: Design of development
DM6 Designated and undesignated open space
DM7 Heritage Assets
DM9 High Quality Design
DM10 Housing design and quality
DM15 Managing and reducing flood risk
DM16 Sustainable drainage systems
DM21 Local environmental impacts, pollution and land contamination
D1 Delivery of infrastructure

Consultation Carried Out and Summary of Representations Received  

Number of neighbours consulted: 179 and site notices posted.

Responses received:  Objections have been received 19 properties as below. A further 
objection has been received from the WEST ESSEX RAMBLERS GROUP

16 CLAREMONT PLACE, 24 BROOK PARADE, 30 and 36 COURTLAND DRIVE, HUNTERS, 
GREEN LANE, TROTWOOD (no 54), WYKHAM LODGE (no 60), 62 and SANDON LODGE,  
HIGH ROAD, 28 LEE GROVE, 6 and 7 LINGMERE CLOSE, 14, 15 and 45 MEADOW WAY, 
GREENACRES, OAKS FARM, PUCKRIDGE HOUSE, and THE WILLOWS, VICARAGE LANE

Objectors raise the following concerns:



- Traffic issues – concerns at the design of the site access, the volume of vehicle traffic 
generated and the impact on the road network, and the impact of vehicle related 
pollution,

- Loss of Green Belt land, one resident identifies that the Green Belt review recognises 
the site as being of value,

- Impact on local services – both existing infrastructure services and issues around school 
places, GP services etc,

- Wider impacts on the historical character of the village,
- Intensity of development – the proposals are viewed as an overdevelopment of the site 

by some respondents,
-  Objectors query the financial background to the application, querying whether the 

enabling development is justified by the costs of the school works
- Concerns at the impact on local wildlife and the loss of the existing landscape.
- Design considerations – objections consider the design and form of the development to 

be out of character in this location.
- One objector raises specifically the issue of why affordable housing cannot be provided 

on site.
- Issues around the cumulative impact of development in this part of the settlement, citing 

the ongoing London Square development on parts of the Grange Farm site.
- Other non-planning matters include the impact on property values and the timing and 

extent of consultations (both of which comfortably meet statutory requirements.

CHIGWELL RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION - Support the application noting the urgent need for 
the school works, the reduced footprint of built development from the earlier scheme and the 
improved housing mix being achieved.

CHIGWELL PARISH COUNCIL - strongly supported the application, commenting that the 
primary school has been in acute need of extensive refurbishment for some time. In addition, 
the design and size of the residential properties are of an appropriately varied assortment.

Main Issues and Considerations:

In considering this application, members should have regard to the extant permissions and how 
the wider decisions taken on those schemes influence the determination of the current 
application.

Green Belt
In terms of core Green Belt policy, it has been accepted that an enabling housing development 
that facilitates the provision of a fit-for-purpose school could constitute very special 
circumstances as prescribed in the NPPF. The primary justification in this regard has not 
changed – other funding does not appear to be available, most national programmes place a 
high emphasis on deprivation indices when allocating funding, thus other resources must be 
bought forward to support the works. Members will however need to consider whether the 
current proposals result in a greater degree of harm to the Green Belt and whether that harm 
now outweighs the other considerations.  

As identified by an objector, the Green Belt Review as part of the Local Plan process does 
recognise that the site has value in checking potential urban sprawl and preserving character. 
The review however pre-dates the earlier application and as a matter of principle, a level of 



development has been accepted on the site. The current proposal increases the gross footprint 
of built development on the site, resulting in compromises to the depth and form of the 
landscaping screen on the main road frontages and this could be considered as making the 
development more intrusive. Officers have reservations about the appearance of the site which 
are discussed later, but in Green Belt terms, consider the previous use of the site and its 
relationship with built development on the High Road make the character substantively different 
to the open countryside to the south and east. As such harm to the Green Belt from this level of 
development does not on balance result in visual harm to the amenities of this part of the Green 
Belt.

Design and amenity issues
The school proposals are unchanged from the revised application approved in March 2017. 
While the original permitted scheme proposed refurbishment only, following discussions with the 
Education Authority, survey reports and a review of the constraints from the gas mains in the 
vicinity, a new build option emerged as the preferred approach to a long term solution. Taken on 
their specific merits, the works to the school are acceptable in design and amenity terms.

The housing proposals involve an increased overall intensity of development. The applicants 
have suggested that the overall floor space is reduced (notwithstanding the earlier scheme was 
submitted in outline and the site layout and house types were illustrative only) but this has to be 
considered against the increase in the overall built area, a significant increase in hard surfacing 
and parking and the additional land required to provide garden areas. The development 
proposal does however, retain many characteristics of a lower density development.

The scheme seeks to break up the bulk of the buildings by the introduction of a wide mix of 
house types, based on 6 core designs with variation of detail to further diversify.  It is noted that 
other than the flatted block, all houses have rooms in the roof with dormers which can add to the 
perception of bulk, particularly if buildings are more prominent from surrounding viewpoints. The 
flatted block in terms of its design, form and location is also prominent particularly from the 
proposed site access and more could have been done to lessen its impact, particularly in the 
context of the character of the listed buildings opposite. Taken in isolation, the buildings are of 
good quality design and mix for a development of 59 units, but reservations remain as to 
whether the proposal has due regard to local character.

Officers are satisfied that the housing development has limited impact on wider amenity. The 
proposals remain at sufficiently low density such that general residential amenity will not be 
unduly impacted.

Affordable Housing
The proposals generate an affordable housing requirement under policies H6A and H7A of 40% 
of the accommodation across all house types. The applicants are again advocating a financial 
contribution towards off-site provision.

The application is accompanied by the required viability report. This identifies development 
costs for the school of around £5.5 million and build costs of around £21.5million. The report 
further identifies a Gross Development Value (GDV) of £54.48million. These details have been 
assessed using the HCA Development Appraisal Tool along with other development costs 
(including inter alia land costs, all fees, site costs and interest payments) and concludes that the 
development generates a surplus that at present value equates to £2,544,879. In noting this is 
below the contribution agreed previously (£2.8million), the applicants would on this basis meet 
the shortfall from their normal profit figures in the model.   



The Council’s viability consultant - Kift Consulting Ltd (KCL) have reviewed the submission and 
highlight a number of discrepancies. KCL have advised that in their view, the following issues 
are unsatisfactory:

- GDV is underestimated by around 2.5million
- No provision is made for ground rent income
- Build costs, including those for external works are over estimated by around £2.3million
- Professional fees, including sales legal fees, have been overstated, beyond accepted 

industry standards for greenfield sites
- Other s106 costs have been built in (i.e. education contributions) that are not being 

sought.
- The developer’s profit exceeds a reasonable level taking account of the existing 

permission which reduces the developers risk profile.

As a result, KCL is of the opinion that based on the advice and assumptions they have made, 
the scheme generates a surplus of £10,064,358. This is significantly higher than the surplus of 
£2,544,879 identified by the applicants and it is argued that this could be used to contribute 
towards affordable housing, without compromising the development as a whole or the works to 
the school in particular. KCL also comment that if the £5.550m were not provided for the school 
works the surplus would increase to £15,279,469 and as a result this represents the opportunity 
cost to the Council.

The applicants have responded to KCL’s Validation Report with the following comments:

- Further guidance has been sought in assessing GDV and has suggested that the 
Existing Land Value was underestimated by around 40%, thereby increasing costs and 
reducing the potential surplus

- Freehold sale of the apartments will mean there is no ground rent accruing.
- The developer considers build costs to be reasonable and in accordance with RICS 

guidance. By way of example, further information has been obtained from the surface 
water drainage consultant, which suggests KCL have considerably underestimated 
these costs.

- The professional and legal fees are considered to be robust in the context of the design 
requirements, industry comparisons and legal sales charges based on estimated values.

- The issue in respect of the s106 costs is acknowledged, but is more than balanced by 
other costs. 

- The applicant argues that the profit is consistent with other recent appeal decisions and 
due regard should be had to the increased cost and time involved in the school works, 
economic uncertainties and lending conditions.

The applicants conclude that in the present market conditions, it is extremely difficult to raise 
funding for such a scheme given the increase in stamp duty, pending interest rate rises, Brexit 
and other market uncertainties of which will worsen with further delays. The school works have 
been extended and will be carried out over a longer period with up to 10 phases and the 
occupation of the houses are linked with the completion of the school works. The developer 
must present the scheme to the banks to show that the scheme is viable and above all saleable 
in the present market and consider that KCL use a number of assumptions without sufficient 
evidence to support their views.

KCL has provided a response to these comments and have raised concerns at the attempt to 
introduce new evidence, following the completion of the validation process.  They also note that 



their comments on Gross Development Values are not supported by any evidence or 
comparables. KCL also point out that they validated the EUV provided by the applicants in their 
viability appraisal and if they wish to submit a revised EUV, this would be new evidence. The 
introduction of new evidence for additional surface water drainage costs should also have been 
properly addressed in the original submission. Other claims in the rebuttal statement, including 
on build costs and legal fees, are not supported by additional evidence.  KCL also maintain their 
view that profit levels have been overstated. 

Your officers would also add that the comment that the school works are proposed in 10 phases 
could be misleading. While the draft section 106 agreement describes the works as such, this is 
more for ease of definition and a number of these are indicated as being concurrent.

Notwithstanding the financial arguments, Council policy is clear that the starting point is that for 
a development of this scale, affordable housing should be provided onsite. The applicants make 
several references to the principle of affordable housing being provided off site having been 
established by the previous permission. This is not the case however; the previous application 
certainly establishes the principle that that development generates an affordable housing 
requirement, but it was accepted that such provision could be made off-site taking the particular 
circumstances of that scheme into account. 

Unfortunately it appears that the applicant has given no consideration to a policy compliant 
scheme.  The scheme, as presented, has been designed to provide executive style houses and 
large apartments for private sale and such units, as designed, are not suitable for use as 
affordable housing as the floor areas are too large. As such there is no case that affordable 
housing could not be provided on site and until such a case is made, the application is in your 
officers’ view contrary to policy.

Members do however also need to consider the application as submitted which proposes an off-
site contribution of £2.8 million. This is the same monetary contribution as offered in the 
previous application but could be seen as a reduction in real terms as the index linking element 
from the previous scheme has not been included.

However if a financial contribution towards the provision of affordable housing elsewhere in the 
District were to be made in lieu of on-site affordable housing,  this should be  based on the 
equivalent of the subsidy that the applicant would have provided, had the affordable housing 
been achieved on site.  This amount should be equivalent to the difference between:

(a)  The development value of all the dwellings being provided as market housing; and

(b)  The development value if 40% of the dwellings were sold to a Registered Provider 
(RP) of Housing.

Therefore, the financial contribution should either be the equivalent of the subsidy calculated on 
this basis or the surplus identified, if this is less than the estimated subsidy. Having regard to all 
the evidence, KCL have advised that an appropriate level of subsidy would be £4,936,301 and 
as this is substantially less than the estimated surplus provided by the proposed development, 
this contribution could be provided in full and the scheme would still remain viable. As the 
application falls substantially short of this level, officers consider the present proposal makes 
inadequate provision for affordable housing  commensurate to the level of development now 
proposed.   



Local Finance Considerations
The application is accompanied by a draft section 106 agreement. In addition to the proposed 
affordable housing contribution, the applicant is proposing the same Infrastructure Contribution 
towards provision of a local bus service, payable in instalments on implementation and 
thereafter over 5 years. It should be noted that this contribution has not changed from the 2016 
permission, and could be considered a reduction in real terms unless the contribution is index 
linked back to November 2016 (the date the original permission was finally issued).

Section 70 of the Town & Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) and National Planning 
Guidance provide that such local financial considerations can be material to the determination of 
applications if they can help make the development acceptable in planning terms. It was 
accepted in the earlier application that the lack of local public transport infrastructure was a 
contributory factor in the ongoing parking issues in the vicinity. The provision of such a facility 
would introduce choice for parents, would enable positive measures to discourage parking to be 
introduced and would improve connectivity with the village centre for residents of the new 
development and in the vicinity.     

Highways and traffic
The scheme proposes a minimum of two parking spaces per dwelling in the flatted development 
and for most of the houses, a garage and two parking spaces. A limited amount of visitor 
parking is also proposed. This level of provision is ample for the residential element.  

The access on to High Road from the residential scheme is unchanged from the original 
scheme. The Highway Authority have made similar comments to their views on the original 
application:

The Highway Authority has considered the above planning application, visited the site and 
thoroughly assessed the submitted transport information and has concluded that the proposal is 
not contrary to current national/local policy or current safety criteria.
 
The proposed access arrangements have appropriate geometry and visibility splays onto the 
High Rd for the speed of the road. Furthermore the submitted Transport Statement 
demonstrates that the impact of the development will be relatively minor in the am/pm peak 
periods and will not cause any capacity or efficiency issues. The applicant is improving and 
widening the existing footway along the site frontage which will improve accessibility in the 
vicinity. 

Consequently the Highway Authority has concluded that the proposal will not be detrimental to 
highway safety, capacity or efficiency in the local area or on the wider highway network.

 The application again indicates a 10 space car park from Vicarage Road and in highway terms, 
the level of activity that this may generate is minimal. There is no demonstrable need for these 
spaces (which the application suggests are for use by High Road residents) and the impact is 
considered further below in terms of its impact on landscaping.

Ongoing issues with school traffic are not substantially altered by any aspect of the 
development, nor is the application particularly a vehicle to deal with this. The existing informal 
arrangement for parking on the former Beis Shammei school site is continuing and the new 
owners of the site have indicated that this will continue when the temple is fully operational. The 
implementation of a local bus service with funding proposed in the application is intended in part 
to seek to promote alternative travel modes. However, any issues arising from  parents parking 



within the housing development have no highway implication and would thereby be a 
management issue for either the highway authority or the land owners on private roads.

Landscape and trees
The landscape buffer between the built elements of the development remains an integral 
element in the consideration of the proposals. This was a significant amenity benefit from the 
landscaping and public open space areas in the previous application. Officers have identified 
two locations where the landscape is particularly compromised in both form and function.

- The main entrance to the housing development has a much more urban edge to it. The 
flatted block is built in a prominent location that would be difficult to ameliorate with 
additional planting in front of the building.

- The ten space car park accessed from Vicarage Lane is substantially bigger with more 
turning space resulting from the change to a linear form. At its narrowest, the strip 
between the car park and the site road is less than 1.5m. This element, the requirement 
for which has not been established, opens up considerably the site boundary. 

The site has many TPO trees, primarily located around the site boundaries and their retention 
forms an integral part of and strategy for minimising the impact of the development on the wider 
area. The proposals raise a number of concerns over the long term future of a number of 
established trees which would be at risk of future removal where they cause overshadowing or 
restrict the usable space in gardens. In terms of tree protection, particular concerns arise from 
the location of the flatted block and plot 17 which has two substantial trees located in the garden 
area.  

Heritage and conservation
The site stands both at the edge of the Chigwell Village Conservation Area and within the 
setting of four grade II listed buildings located directly opposite. The impact the current 
application scheme will have on their settings should therefore be carefully considered.

Grade II listed buildings are of special interest and warrant every effort being made to conserve 
them. The setting of a listed building is often an essential feature of its character. In addition, the 
significance of a heritage asset derives not only from its physical presence and historic fabric 
but also from its setting – the surrounding in which it is experienced. 

In this case and due to their location the listed buildings are, if not historically, spatially and 
visually linked to the proposal site.

Although the scale of the proposed dwellings has been reduced, the increase in number has 
resulted in the drastic reduction of the previously proposed ‘green corridor’ along the High Road 
frontage in particular. This provided a visual and spatial buffer between the new developments 
and the listed buildings and thereby preserved the setting of the listed buildings. 

The implications of the loss of the more extensive green corridor could potentially therefore also 
alter and diminish the setting of the listed buildings and should therefore be carefully 
considered.. 

Other considerations
The key objective of the enabling works from the Council’s perspective is to secure the delivery 
of the school works, and provision is made in the legal agreement to link occupation of dwellings 
to the works. The programme proposed is:



- Not to occupy more than 20% of dwellings (11 units) before completing installation of 
temporary classrooms, , demolition of existing buildings and forming new playground

- Not to occupy more than 50% of dwellings (29 units) before completing new build 
extension.

- Not to occupy more than 60% of dwellings (35 units) before completing site 
infrastructure and installing additional temporary classrooms

- Not to occupy more than 80% of dwellings (47 units) before completing all refurbishment 
works to the retained buildings

- Not to occupy more than 90% of dwellings (53 units) before completing final works of 
removing temporary buildings and final external works.

It is anticipated that the school development will proceed ahead of this programme, but officers 
are satisfied that the safeguards introduced by

At the time of the original application, a significant constraint on proposals was the presence of 
high pressure gas mains in the vicinity of the site. This was a contributory factor in presenting 
proposals only for a refurbishment of the school. However, further investigation has led to the 
current option for the school which does allow an significant element of new build without 
compromising the underground equipment. HSE standing advice does not advise against the 
development proposals while Cadent Gas who own the pipelines have requirements for 
safeguarding future access but have not objected.

Historic evidence suggests that the land is likely to be contaminated and the applicant’s Phase 
One Contaminated Land Assessment, the contents of which have been accepted. If Members 
are minded to grant permission, conditions for further assessment are appropriate.

The site does not lie within a flood zone but the level of development is of sufficient scale to 
require a sustainable drainage system to be implemented. A Flood Risk Assessment has been 
submitted and is accepted by the County Council and Lead Flood Authority, subject to 
conditions relating to implementation.

The application is accompanied by a written scheme of investigation for archaeological remains 
which is acceptable in principle to the County Council.

A number of residents raised concerns around the impact of the development on local 
infrastructure such as schools and GP surgeries. Evidently, improved primary school facilities 
are being provided and it is not intended to cap the school roll as part of the application; no 
requirement has been identified by the Education Authority to support additional secondary 
school places. The West Essex care Commissioning Group were consulted and advised that 
both West Essex CCG and NHS England do not have any objections to the plan and confirm 
there will be no request for mitigation for this development.   

Conclusion:

The essential principles surrounding the application are unchanged from the previous scheme. 
It is broadly accepted that the objective of securing a modern fit for purpose school will only be 
secured by alternative funding as public resources will always be directed to areas of greater 
social and economic need.



The school development proposals are the same as previously approved under application 
EPF/3257/16. No change of circumstance has subsequently occurred to suggest this aspect is 
any less acceptable.

In Green Belt terms, the case that a residential development in this location that cross funds the 
school improvements constitutes very special circumstances has also not changed. The 
proposals should however be re-assessed in order to determine whether any harm to the 
openness and character of the Green Belt is materially different such that it would not outweigh 
the very special circumstances. In this regard, the application is much more finely balanced as 
the greater spread of built development results in more compromises in terms of the impact on 
the landscape and long term tree retention. Officers conclude that the previous management 
and use of the site, and the strength of the existing tree screen at the southern end of the site 
create a clear distinction between an edge of settlement character and open countryside 
beyond such that any potential harm is not so substantive as to outweigh the wider benefits of 
the scheme.

There is no dispute that in policy terms, the development should be providing for affordable 
housing. The overall level of development is such that it is appropriate to firstly seek to secure 
that provision on-site. Limited adaptations would be required to achieve this. Officers do not 
accept the arguments that provision on-site is not viable and this is supported by the analysis of 
the Viability Reports by KCL. Thus the application should in your officers’ view be considered to 
be contrary to policies H4A, H5A and H7A of the adopted Local Plan and Alterations. Members 
may conclude otherwise, in which case the offer of an off-site contribution should be assessed. 
The contribution proposed is the same as was included in the previous application, albeit the 
loss of the index linked payments means the offer is in fact less in real terms. 

However, KCL indicate a significant shortfall in this offer against the financial surplus likely to be 
generated from the development and a policy consistent contribution of £4,936,301 from the 
surplus would be more appropriate. Officers take the view that this shortfall would also see the 
development as contrary to the relevant policy criteria.

Details of the residential element are before Members for the first time as the previous scheme 
only sought outline consent for these works. In simple design terms, most aspects of the 
development would appear to be acceptable. The road access meets highway authority 
requirements in terms of design and capacity, and parking for the dwellings is well provided for. 
The architectural approach provides interest and variety in the built form and houses in 
particular generally have reasonable private gardens, a good level of natural surveillance is 
achieved throughout.

Some compromises do have to be made in such schemes however, and it is apparent that the 
level of landscape and tree retention and the role of new landscaping as screening has 
diminished. The larger extent of the built footprint contributes to this but officers consider that 
some of the compromises that result could be better managed; the car park accessed from 
Vicarage Lane is not of higher value than the landscape, the flatted block is unnecessarily 
prominent at the entrance and the threat to the long-term retention of certain trees could be 
better managed in the site layout.

Officers do not dispute the merits of the project overall, but at this stage do not consider that the 
development is acceptable without appropriately meeting the other important objectives of 
providing affordable housing and safeguarding the landscape character. Accordingly, the 
application in this form is recommended for refusal but Members may also wish to consider 



deferring determination to allow matters to be further reviewed.  

Members should also note that the application will need to be referred to the National Planning 
Casework Unit before final decision can be issued.  


